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But in illness and misfortune, on any real occasion of grief
or need, no devotion can be more complete than that shown
by all the other members of the family to the afflicted one.
CHAPTER XXIV.
1851.
State of Theatricals in 1851.—Despotic Influence of Stars and its bane-
ful Results.—Dramatic Authors manufacturers to order.—"Valeria."
—Conge of five Months and a half.—Italy.—Successor of Saint Peter
and the Children of Israel.—Rebecca.
the year 1851, to which the coup d'etat that took place at
its close has given such historical importance, was not favor-
able to the drama. Society, shaken to its foundations in
1848, had had breathing time in 1849, and more especially
in 1850; but its state at that epoch was one of transition,
and could not be of long duration. The Presidential Repub-
lic was but a temporary possibility, that afforded a sort of
truce to all parties, but all were alike impatient for- its qgss$-
tion. Each, ambitious of pre-eminence and anticipating the
victory, watched its antagonists, weighed its own strength,
and awaited the opportunity to offer battle and obtain the
mastery. The wounds inflicted by the Revolution of 1848
were not yet healed; the penury that had been its conse-
quence had not yet ceased; few could yet command that
overplus which is usually devoted to procuring amusements.
Minds were too much preoccupied with considerations of vital
importance to afford room for literature or theatricals. Anx-
iety for the future and the uneasiness arising from thjp unset-
tled state of politics absorbed every thought The only thea-
tres that possessed any attraction wfere those that gave plajs
containing allusions and political satires. These, indeed, were
crowded, and the applause with which such" plays were re-
ceived was loud, tumultuous, and prolonged. It was quite a
relief to be able in public, and in common, to ridicule, hiss, *
and laugh at all the crazy ideas, all the paradoxical absurdi-
ties, all the dangerous systems", from the ruinous and subver-
sive application of which so narrow an escape had been made.

